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DECISION AND DISMISSAL OF COMPLAINT 

 

  On June 11, 2013, George Vivo (the Complainant) filed a complaint with the 

Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations (the Labor Board), amended on October 4, 

2013, alleging that the City of Bridgeport (the City) breached the applicable collective 

bargaining agreement and that Local #1159, Council 15, AFSCME, AFL-CIO (the 

Union)
 1

 violated its duty of fair representation under the Municipal Employee Relations 

Act (MERA or the Act) by failing to process his grievances challenging the City’s 

actions.   

 

 After the requisite preliminary steps had been taken, the matter came before the 

Labor Board for a hearing on May 15, 2015, September 3, 2015, February 18, 2016, and 

                                                 
1
 On September 3, 2015, the Labor Board granted a motion by Council 4 of AFSCME to represent Local 

#1159 in lieu of Council 15. Accordingly, the term “Union” may hereinafter refer to Council 15 or Council 

4. 
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May 17, 2017. All parties appeared, were represented by counsel and were allowed to 

introduce evidence, examine and cross-examine witnesses, and make argument. All 

parties filed post-hearing briefs on July 14, 2017. Based on the entire record before us, 

we make the following findings of fact and conclusions of law and dismiss the complaint.   

 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

  

1. The City is a municipal employer within the meaning of the Act. 

 

2. The Union is an employee organization within the meaning of the Act and at all 

times relevant hereto has been the exclusive bargaining representative for all uniformed 

and investigatory employees of the Bridgeport Police Department (BPD), except for the 

chief and assistant chief. (Ex. 10).  

 

3. At all times relevant hereto, the BPD has been organized into divisions, including 

but not limited to Patrol, Detective, K-9, Tactical, Communications, Sick and Injured 

Management, and Traffic.  

 

4. The City and the Union are parties to a collective bargaining agreement (Ex. 10), 

effective July 1, 2008 through June 30, 2012, which provides, in relevant part: 

 

ARTICLE 7 

SENIORITY 
  

Section 1 - Departmental seniority shall mean the total length of 

continuous service with the City in the Police Department. 

 … 

Section 5 

… 

 

(B) The divisions for which police officers on active duty may bid on a 

seniority basis are … Traffic … 

 

(C) … Patrolman (sic) on active duty shall bid, based on departmental 

seniority, for all said divisions above… 

 … 

ARTICLE 14 

OVERTIME 
  

Section 1 – Whenever any employee works in excess of his regularly 

assigned work week or schedule, the employee shall be paid one and one-

half (1 1/2) times such straight time hourly rate… 

 … 

Section 2 - Departmental overtime assignments . . . shall be taken from a 

rotating alphabetical list, by surname, within the divisions and assigned in 

a fair and equitable manner…  

 … 
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5. At all times relevant hereto, Complainant has been a patrol officer employed by 

the City and a member of the Union. In 1996, Complainant was assigned as the fatal team 

coordinator. As such, Complainant was “responsible for the complete investigation of 

fatal or other serious motor vehicle collisions…” and performed his duties from a 

workstation in the Traffic Division
2
 of the BPD. (Ex. 22).  

 

6. During his tenure with BPD, Complainant was periodically absent from work due   

to illnesses and/or injury. On September 8, 1997, Complainant filed a lawsuit in the U.S. 

District Court for the District of Connecticut, alleging, in relevant part, that the City and 

the Union had discriminated against him on the basis of a disability.3
 (Ex. 24).  

 

7. On or about October 11, 2000, the parties to the discrimination action entered into 

a settlement agreement (Ex. 22), which stated, in relevant part: 

 

9. …[Complainant] shall be placed … in the Fatal Team assignment 

that he formerly occupied so long as he desires that assignment, he 

performs at an acceptable level, and he is physically capable of performing 

the essential duties of that assignment… 

 

8. Sometime after October 11, 2000, Complainant resumed his work as the fatal 

team coordinator operating from the Traffic Division. (Ex. 8). 

 

9. At all times relevant hereto, it was the policy of the BPD to place personnel 

absent for 20 or more consecutive days in the Sick and Injured Management Division for 

the duration of their medical leave. Sick and Injured Management was housed in a 

separate building from the Traffic Division. 

 

10. In 2008, Complainant was assigned to Sick and Injured Management while he 

recovered from knee surgery and in March of that year police lieutenant A. J. Perez 

(Perez) took part in a hearing before the City’s Board of Police Commissioners to retire 

Complainant from service with BPD.  However, the hearing was suspended to allow the 

City’s attorneys to review the City’s potential obligations under terms of the 2000 

Settlement Agreement. (Ex. 7).  

 

11. In a memorandum to then police chief Bryan Norwood dated September 3, 2008, 

Perez stated, in relevant part:  

 

I … have been informed that … the Federal Court Agreement … entitles 

[Complainant] to the position of Fatal Team Coordinator an assignment 

out of the former Traffic Division…  

 

(Ex. 7).  

 

                                                 
2
 The fatal team coordinator is not required to operate from the Traffic Division. However, a desktop 

computer in that division contained software relevant to that assignment.   

 
3
 The disability discrimination action was captioned George Vivo, et al. v City of Bridgeport et al., Case 

No.  3:97-cv-1910. (Ex. 24). 
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12. The City returned Complainant to his assignment as fatal team coordinator.  

However, Complainant continued to work from the Sick and Injured Management 

Division.  

 

13. On March 12, 2009, the U. S. District Court for the District of Connecticut issued 

an interim modification order in a race discrimination action filed against the City by the 

Bridgeport Guardians, Inc.4
 The modification order stated, in relevant part: 

 

The following steps … are aimed at identifying and eliminating 

employment practices which may have an adverse racial impact. 

… 

 

5. Specialized Units.[5] Half of the positions within each Specialized 

Unit shall be staffed at the discretion of the Chief of Police and half shall 

be staffed pursuant to the requirements of the applicable collective 

bargaining agreement.
 
 

 …  

(Ex. 33) (Emphasis in original) (Footnote added). 

 

14. On March 23, 2009, Complainant requested assignment to the Traffic Division 

because he desired a chain of command to which he could report his work as fatal team 

coordinator. Then police chief Robert Gaudett (Gaudett), in consultation with 

Complainant and his private attorney, Thomas Bucci (Bucci), decided to transfer 

Complainant to the Traffic Division to accommodate his desire for a command structure. 

15. On April 6, 2009, Gaudett issued Personnel Order P-0517 to all BPD commands, 

which stated, in relevant part, that “[e]ffective August 12, 2007 [6]
 ... [Complainant] was 

transferred from Sick and Injured Management to the Traffic Division as the Fatal Team 

Coordinator.” (Ex. 8).   

16. On July 16, 2009, Complainant spoke to Union steward Michael Rynich (Rynich) 

regarding an overtime-related grievance filed by certain members of the Traffic Division. 

During that discussion, Rynich stated that the Union did not consider Complainant a 

member of the Traffic Division because he did not bid into that unit.7 

17. On August 7, 2009, Bucci wrote a letter (Ex. 9) to then Union attorney Harry 

Elliott (Elliott), stating, in relevant part:  

[The] … Police Chief officially assigned … [Complainant] to the Fatal 

Team.  However, the union has refused to recognize this assignment … 

                                                 
4
 The race discrimination action was captioned The Bridgeport Guardians, Inc., et al. v. Arthur J. 

Delmonte, et al., Case No. 5:78-cv-175 (Ex. 23).  

 
5
 At all times relevant hereto, the Traffic Division has been considered a “Specialized Unit” within the 

meaning of that order. (Ex. 23).  

 
6
 Complainant testified that August 7, 2007 is the date on which the Traffic Division was “reinstated.” 

However, the record is silent with respect to the circumstances surrounding such reinstatement.    

  
7
 At all times relevant hereto, Rynich has been a member of the Traffic Division.  
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[and] to the present date … has kept … [Complainant] off the Traffic 

Division overtime list. The actions of the union are in clear violation of the 

settlement agreement. 

Elliott responded by letter of the same date (Ex. 11) stating, in relevant part: 

 
In the past, assignments to the Traffic Division were solely through the 

seniority bid procedure of Art.7 § 5 of the collective bargaining 

agreement. As such, the Union does not recognize Vivo’s purported 

assignment prior to … the date … [of] the Interim Modification Order… 

Please note that the Union has appealed that Order…  

 

The Union does recognize Vivo’s present status in the Traffic Division but 

understands such status to be wholly limited to Fatal Team matters.  

 

18. On September 30, 2009, Complainant overheard Rynich calling Traffic Division 

officers regarding a road paving detail which would include two hours of overtime work. 

Complainant was not offered the assignment and filed a grievance later that day. The 

grievance stated, in relevant part:  

 

This is the second time … Rynich has excluded me from the traffic 

division overtime… Rynich has already expressed his prejudices against 

me … stating that I don’t belong in traffic. This issue has to be addressed. 

It is a sham what lengths [an] officer will go to get two hours of OT. 

 

(Ex. 14).  

 

19. On April 23, 2010, the BPD received a federal grant to fund ongoing weekend 

DUI
8
 patrols and checkpoint inspections which resulted in overtime opportunities for 

Traffic Division members. Complainant was not offered any of those assignments. (Ex. 

21).  

 

20. On August 26, 2010, Complainant filed a motion in the U.S. District Court for the 

District of Connecticut to hold the City in contempt of the 2000 Settlement Agreement 

for allegedly denying him DUI overtime on the pretense that he is not a member of the 

Traffic Division. The district court denied Complainant’s motion on December 16, 2010.
9
 

(Exs. 21, 23). 

 

21. On or about October 18, 2010, Gaudett issued General Order Number 10-1331 

(Ex. 13), which stated, in relevant part:  

 

… ALLOCATION PLAN -2011 

… 

 

Traffic 

                                                 
8
 DUI is an acronym for Driving Under the Influence of alcohol. 

 
9
 The district court determined that the Settlement Agreement did not entitle Complainant to membership in 

the Traffic Division. (Ex. 23).  
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B Shift (0700-1500 Hours) 

1-Captain 

1-Sergeant  

6-Police Officers (including Fatal Team Coordinator)  

… 

 

22. On January 31, 2012, Complainant submitted a bid for assignment to the Traffic 

Division in accordance with Article 7, § 5 of the collective bargaining agreement. (Ex. 

31). 

 

23. In a letter to Complainant, dated February 7, 2012 (Ex. 34), Gaudett stated, in 

relevant part: 

 

I have received your bid request to be transferred to the Traffic Division 

which will be granted as you are entitled to said transfer under the terms of 

the current bargaining agreement . . .   However . . . I wanted to make sure 

that you are entirely clear with respect to what a transfer to the Traffic 

Division means… 

   

For the last 13 years your assignment, in accordance with the [October 

2000] Settlement Agreement, has been as the Fatal Team Coordinator … 

[W]hen you are transferred to your new assignment … the Department 

will expect that you will perform all of the duties that a sworn police 

officer assigned to the Traffic Division is expected to perform... 

 

24. On February 7, 2012, Complainant withdrew his bid for assignment to the 

Traffic Division.  (Ex. 32). 
  

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

 

1.  The City did not breach the collective bargaining agreement when it denied 

Complainant the opportunity to earn Traffic Division overtime.   

 

2.  The Union did not breach its duty of fair representation.   

 

DISCUSSION 
 

 The Complainant contends that the City breached the collective bargaining 

agreement when it denied him Traffic Division overtime after he was transferred to that 

unit by chief Gaudett. With regard to the Union, Complainant argues that the Union 

breached its duty of fair representation by refusing to process his grievances challenging 

the City’s actions because certain stewards were competing for the same Traffic Division 

overtime. 

 

 The City responds that the Complainant’s transfer to the Traffic Division was 

solely for administrative purposes and did not entitle him to placement on the overtime 

roster with individuals who had bid into that unit in accordance with the collective 

bargaining agreement. The Union similarly argues that the Complainant was not a 

member of the Traffic Division and contends that it had no obligation to pursue meritless 
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grievances. Based on the entire record before us, we agree with the City and the Union 

and dismiss the complaint.  

 

 The Complainant asserts a “hybrid” breach of contract/duty of fair representation 

action recognized in Vaca v. Sipes, 386 U.S. 171 (1967) and discussed in Piteau v. 

Hartford BOE, 300 Conn. 667 (2011). “[S]uch [an action], as a formal matter, comprises 

two causes of action. The [action] against the employer rests on … a breach of the 

collective bargaining agreement. The [action] against the union is one for breach of the 

union’s duty of fair representation. …” Piteau v. Hartford BOE, supra, 300 Conn. at 676 

n. 12 (quoting DelCostello v. Teamsters, 462 U.S. 151, 164-65 (1983)). To prevail on a 

hybrid claim, an employee must “prove that the employer breached the collective 

bargaining agreement in order to prevail on the breach of duty of fair representation claim 

against the union, and vice versa.”10 Id. at 689 (quoting Felice v. Sever, 985 F.2d 1221, 

1226 (3d Cir. 1993).  

 
 “Where such a hybrid claim is made this Board must, of course, look at the 

contract to see whether the employer's conduct breached its terms.” Hartford Public 

Schools (Thomas Latina), Decision No. 4666 p. 7 (2013).  In this case, articles 7 and 14 

of the collective bargaining agreement, respectively and in relevant part, state that “patrol 

officers on active duty shall bid, based on departmental seniority, for all said divisions…” 

and that overtime assignments within divisions “shall be assigned from a rotating 

alphabetical list…” (Ex. 10). There is no dispute that this language requires a patrol 

officer to bid into a division to be placed on the applicable overtime list and that the 

Complainant never successfully bid into Traffic. Absent a successful bid, Complainant’s 

contractual right to Traffic Division overtime turns on whether Gaudett made him a 

member of that division pursuant to the staffing authority granted to the chief of police by 

the district court’s interim modification order. Based on our review of the record we 

answer that question in the negative.  

 

 The interim modification order directs that half of the positions within each 

specialized unit “shall be staffed at the discretion of the Chief of Police…” with the 

objective of “identifying and eliminating employment practices which may have an 

adverse racial impact.” Although that order empowered the chief to disregard the 

contractual bidding procedure for some positions in the Traffic Divisions, it expressly left 

the selection of those positions to his sole discretion. We credit Chief Gaudett’s 

testimony that he did not exercise that discretion when he issued Personnel Order P-0517 

“transferring” Complainant from Sick and Injured Management to the Traffic Division. 

Gaudett’s testimony that he merely accommodated Complainant’s request for a chain of 

command is consistent with Complainant’s own testimony as well as evidence that Sick 

and Injured Management was ill-suited to supervising an employee who had returned to 

active duty. In addition, the record reflects that the Traffic Division was a logical 

destination for Complainant since computer software relevant to the fatal team 

assignment was located on a desktop computer there.  
  

                                                 
10

 “While it is well established that we do not have jurisdiction to address a claim, standing alone, that the 

collective bargaining agreement has been breached, of necessity we must address such a claim ‘when it is 

interdependent with a claim over which the board of labor relations does have jurisdiction.’” City of 

Stamford, Decision No. 4832 pp. 10-11 (2015) (quoting Piteau v. Hartford Board of Education, supra, 

300 Conn. at 689).  
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 Complainant argues that the lack of conditional language in Personnel Order P-

0517 supports his claim that he is a full member of the Traffic Division. We disagree. 

Personnel Order P-0517 expressly states that Complainant was transferred “as the Fatal 

Team Coordinator” which the record reveals is an assignment with narrower 

responsibilities than those of a typical Traffic Division member. Even if we were to 

accept the Complainant’s premise, however, “[i]t is a well-settled rule of … construction 

that words must be interpreted in accordance with their plain and ordinary meaning...” 

State of Connecticut (Michael Dickens), Decision No. 3372 p. 12 (1996); see also 

Honulik v. Town of Greenwich, 293 Conn. 698, 710 (2009). The ordinary meaning of 

“transfer”, based on the dictionary, is to “carry, remove or shift from one person or place 

to another.” See Webster’s II New College Dictionary (1995). In our view, one can 

reasonably infer from that broad definition that Complainant’s transfer was merely a 

change of supervisors and workstation, even in the absence of conditional language. 

Lastly, contrary to Complainant’s claims, we find nothing in the 2011 allocation plan or 

any other documentary evidence in the record which precludes a finding that 

Complainant was something less than a full member of the Traffic Division.(Exs.7, 8, 9, 

13).  
 

 We next turn our attention to the issue of the Union’s duty of fair representation. 

Our standard for such claims is based on the United States Supreme Court’s reasoning in 

Vaca v. Sipes, 386 U.S. 177 (1967), that a union’s status as exclusive employee 

representative imposes “a statutory obligation to serve the interests of all members 

without hostility or discrimination toward any, to exercise its discretion with complete 

good faith and honesty, and to avoid arbitrary conduct.” Id. at 177. In order to establish a 

breach of this duty we have long required that a complainant produce evidence that the 

conduct at issue was motivated by hostility, bad faith, or dishonesty. Hartford Board Of 

Education (Michael Piteau), Decision No. 4935 (2016); Hartford Board of Education 

(Thomas Latina), supra; State of Connecticut, Department of Developmental Services 

(Christopher Walsh), Decision No. 4397-A (2011); NEHCEU, District 1199 (Joe Rosa), 

Decision No. 4448 (2010); Local 1565, Council 4, AFSCME (David Bishop), Decision 

No. 3510 (1997); City of Bridgeport (Kenneth Brown), Decision No. 1963 (1980). A 

union does not breach its duty of fair representation simply by taking a position that 

adversely affects a member of the bargaining unit. Consequently, a union “has no 

obligation to pursue any grievance, or to carry it to arbitration, as long as the decision is 

not arbitrary, discriminatory, or in bad faith.” Local 1565, Council 4 AFSCME (David 

Bishop), supra at p. 4 (citing Vaca v. Sipes, supra) (Internal quotation marks omitted); 

see also Hartford Board of Education (Thomas Latina), supra; Local 269, Council 4, 

AFSCME (Vera O’Brien), supra; Town of Greenwich (June Davila), Decision No. 

4348 (2008); Teamsters, Local 677 (Ida Singer), Decision No. 1141 (1973).  

 

 We find that Complainant failed to meet the admittedly high standard for proving 

a breach of the duty of fair representation. In this case, the record reveals that the Union 

considered Complainant’s claims and concluded that he was not entitled to Traffic 

Division overtime because he never bid into that division and because his subsequent 

transfer there was for the limited purpose of fatal team matters. Furthermore, there is a 

substantial evidentiary basis for finding that the Union was motivated by a desire to 

preserve what it viewed as a fair and orderly system for determining members’ work 

assignments while it appealed the district court’s interim order. We do not believe the 

statutory duty of fair representation required the Union to abandon a widely beneficial 
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contractual right for the sake of a single bargaining unit member. Thus, while the Union 

undoubtedly took a position which was detrimental to Complainant’s financial interests, 

we conclude that it did so in good faith, and without hostility, arbitrariness or 

discrimination.  

 

 For the reasons set forth above, we find that the City and the Union did not violate 

the Act and dismiss the complaint in its entirety.  

 

ORDER 

 

 By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecticut State Board of 

Labor Relations by the Municipal Employee Relations Act, it is hereby 

 

 ORDERED that the complaint filed herein be, and the same hereby is, 

DISMISSED. 

 

  CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS 

      

      

     _________________11 

     Patricia V. Low 

     Chairman 

 

     Wendella Ault Battey 

     Wendella Ault Battey 

     Board Member 

 

     Barbara J. Collins 

     Barbara J. Collins 

     Board Member  

      

   

                                                 
11

 Patricia V. Low sat in on the deliberation and agreed with the decision but passed away before signing. 
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CERTIFICATION 

 

 I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing was mailed postage prepaid this 30
th

      

day of January, 2018 to the following: 

 

Attorney John R. Mitola  

Office of the City Attorney   RRR  

999 Broad Street  

Bridgeport, CT 06604 

 

Attorney J. William Gagne, Jr.  

Gagne & Associates     RRR  

1 Congress Street, 3
rd

 Floor  

Hartford, CT 06114 

 

Attorney Thomas W. Bucci 

Willinger, Willinger & Bucci, P.C.   RRR  

855 Main Street  

Bridgeport, CT 06604 

 

 

   ______________________________ 

   Katherine C. Foley, Agent  

   CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS 


